
Solution to INF5150 Exam 2009 
exercise 1 Modeling 
Tourist Guides on Demand 
The context for this exam is the same as for the Obligatory Exercise 2 for INF5150 in 2009: 

At the Folk Museum in an imaginary city there are a number of tourist guides supplied with mobile 
phones moving around in the museum. Our application can be used to get their attention in different 
ways. Furthermore the Folk Museum has a number of static tourist spots of special interest. Our 
application will make it possible for the tourist to get information by SMS of such a tourist spot. 

We are going to augment the exercise with more functionality. We introduce an advanced service for 
the tourist, named “ASK” with an explicit question following the command. This question will be 
transmitted to all guides. They may respond either by an “ANSWER” or a “PASS”. The system will 
decide that one of those that respond “ANSWER” will physically walk to the asking tourist. See Figure 
1 for details. 

1 Modeling (35%) 
In Figure 1 there is a sequence diagram specifying a scenario for the ask&answer protocol. 

 
Figure 1 One scenario for advanced asking and answering 

We assume that the system has hotspots similar to ICU such that the tourist can be placed at the 
Pond from the positioning result. The number 1229 is arbitrarily chosen and represents the idea that 
there is a unique identifier generated by the gs:GuideSystem associated with this particular question. 
The second parameter of the Sms signal indicates the target of the signal. 

sd Q

t:Tourist g1:Guide g2:Guide gs:GuideSystem

Sms(”ASK What is a stave church?”, gs)

Sms(”Question 1229: What is a Stave Church”, g1)

Sms(”Question 1229: What is a Stave Church”, g2)

PosRequest(”1229",t)

Sms(”ANSWER 1229", gs)

PosResult(”1229", gs)

Sms(”PASS 1229", gs)

Sms(”1229 is taken”,g2)

Sms(”Answer 1229 at the pond”,g1)

Sms(”Guide Lisa is coming to the Pond to answer what is a stave church”,t)



1 a) Composite structure of the context 

 
Figure 2 Composite structure of GuideSystem 

The sequence diagram Q in Figure 1 is owned (and scoped by) a collaboration or a class. This context 
classifier has a composite structure. Based on what you see in sd Q and the composite structure of 
GuideSystem in Figure 2 define a possible composite structure for the context classifier. 

 

1a) Solution 

 
Figure 3 Composite structure of the context 

The points to make here are that: 

1. The parts are t, g1, g2 and gs with appropriate types 

2. gs:GuideSystem has two ports 

3. Whether t, g1, g2 have ports is not important 

GuideSystem

gc:GSController gss:GSServices[*]

ga:GSArchive

inSms
to_gss from_gc

to_ga

from_gssto_gc

from_ga

outSms

to_outSms

Context

t:Tourist

g1:Guide

g2:Guide

gs:GuideSystem

inSms

outSms



1 b) Decomposition 
Define a decomposition of lifeline gs:GuideSystem for sequence diagram Q given in Figure 1 for the 
composite structure given in Figure 2. Every Sms signal to gs should create a new session. The port 
to_gss on gc:GSController is a routing port like the one we know from ICUSystem.  

1b) Solution 

 
Figure 4 Decomposed gs_Q 

Remarks: last parameter in signals is always the routing parameter (identifier). Lifelines that explicitly 
end within the Interaction are destroyed/terminated. (There is one error in the internal protocol 
between gss[g2] and gs as the Pass should come before and trigger the Taken message.) 

Points to make here: 

1. The gates match the events on the lifeline precisely 

2. Every time an Sms enters from the environment a new lifeline is created (3 times) 

3. gc serves as a router such that all communication internally must go through the gc 



4. External communication from gss[?] should go directly out 

1 c) State machine 

 
Figure 5 State Machine for a Guide 

Assume that we want to simulate a tourist guide e.g. for the purpose of testing our GuideSystem. In 
Figure 5 we show a state machine as a definition of a Guide. We assume that the Guide will parse the 
text of the Sms and interpret the first word as a ‘command’. We furthermore interpret the output of 
an Sms such that Sms(“ANSWER”+1229, gs) will yield an Sms with text “ANSWER 1229” sent to gs. 

I. Explain whether the state machine in Figure 5 is consistent with the information in  Figure 1. 

II. Discuss if there are any problems with the definition of Guide in Figure 5 and how you would 
modify the definition to cope with the problems. 

1c) i. 
The state machine in Figure 5 is consistent with the sequence diagram in Figure 1. When the 
sequence diagram has been exhausted, the state machine is in state Answering. 

1c) ii. 
The state machine is consistent until state Answering. Upon reception of another Sms with command 
== Question it will consume the Sms and not reply with either PASS or ANSWER. Thus the state 
machine is not very good for the repetitive case. 

Remedies to improve this would be: 

1. Use a timer to control when to leave Answering. This means that the answer takes a given 
amount of time. One should also defer the Sms signal in the Answering state. 

2. Alternatively, it is technically possible not to have the Answering state, and only have the 
Walkabout state. In reality this means that any new request will have priority over the 
execution of answering an already accepted request. Thus only one state is not really 
recommended. Give less that full score. 

sm Guide

Walkabout
Sms

[command==Question]
/output(Sms(”ANSWER”+num,gs))

/output(Sms(”PASS”+num,gs))

Answering

[command==Answer] / walk to destination

Sms /

[ELSE]



3. Yet another and good alternative is to introduce active leaving the Answering state. In reality 
this could mean that the Guide actually clicks on some button to accept the (new) Sms-es. 
Technically, a new signal (e.g. “ready”) could be introduced which should take the place of 
the Sms on the transition from Answering to Walkabout. It would also be needed to defer 
Sms in Answering. 

The students may have found other problems like no guards on transitions from a decision node, but 
I consider such discoveries trivial and non-significant. 
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